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The Sumo Sofa series is a modular
masterpiece. This modular lounge
sofa will transform your living room
into your favorite hangout. Assemble
your ultimate Sumo Sofa or choose a
fixed set and relax!
H: 118" x W: 42" x D: 35"

Paletti is the ultimate modular lounge
collection! An outdoor set that can be
customized for any outdoor space.
Choose your elements and sink back
into an insanely comfortable lounge
experience!
H: 36" x W: 36" x D: 70"

Toní is the boldly designed outdoor
dining and bistro collection, which
includes tables for 4, 6, or 8! Get to
know them all and put together your
own Toní dining experience! Sizes
vary.
H: 31" x W: 31" x D: 30"

Thierry le Swinger is the ideal lighting
solution for outdoor living. Simply
hang it anywhere or anchor it into the
ground using the specially designed
beech wood stand, and your mood is
set.
H: 16" x W: 8" x

Designed by Carole Baijings for
Fatboy, the Colour Blend rug
collection translates a sketch into a
unique rug that just makes you
happy. Powerful, colorful, and so very
soft, it flatters any interior.
H: 91" x W: 63" x

Colour Blend Blanket is all natural.
This soft brushed wool blanket
designed by Carole Baijings and
Aabe for Fatboy offers some very
cozy company on your sofa in a
surprising color palette.
H: 73" x W: 51" x

Kaboom chair is round, friendly, and
full of character. Each chair is
rotationally molded in the
Netherlands, in small batches. When
it comes out of the mold, it lets you
know it’s here…kaboom!
H: 32" x W: 22" x D: 20"

Everyone who meets CO9 XS wants
to hug this soft floppy-eared rabbit.
Once you feel the softness of his
teddy fur, you’ll never want to let him
go. A statement piece for any interior.
H: 71" x W: 59" x D: 20"
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COMPANY INFORMATION
Fatboy's story began in 2002 with an oversized beanbag. It soon became clear that the entire world wanted to sink down on this unexpected
replacement for the chair. In homes, on terraces and at events - everywhere, we saw people sitting and hanging out on our products with big
smiles. And that's why we do it. With a no-nonsense Dutch approach and an international team, we transform lots of homes, gardens, offices
and parties into happier places.
At Fatboy, we create our own versions of old favorites for your home and garden. We translate the essence into iconic designs with a twist –
and full of ingenuity. With every detail, we look for the fun in functionality. From the label on Edison the Petit to the buttons on the back of The
BonBaron, everything has a function. And that takes months of designing, testing, and improving. We do this with our own design team and
designers with the same vision as ours. Together, we work on new classics of the highest quality – all with the purpose to let people enjoy them
for years and years to come. With furniture, lamps, home accessories, garden furniture - and of course with our trusty classic: the beanbag.
Lean back. Feel free. Life is your party.
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